Get to know the Seure Keikkanetti mobile app!
Download the Seure Keikkanetti mobile app to your smart phone or tablet from your app store. The free
app is available for mobile devices with Android or iOS mobile operating systems.
Install Keikkanetti for Android
Install Keikkanetti for iOS
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Login
To log in, type in your Keikkanetti username (4–6 digits) and password and tap Kirjaudu sisään.
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Navigation
On the menu bar in the upper left corner, you can find the mobile application features.
 You can refresh the view by tapping the circular arrow in the upper right corner.
 Tapping the arrow pointing to the left allows you to go back.
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Push notification and work shift offer
When you turn on the mobile application, you receive work shift offers (Työvuoroehdotus) as push
notifications (Push-viestit).




After you have logged in to the app, you are notified that push notifications are enabled.
If you don’t want to receive push notifications, turn off the notifications in the settings
(Asetukset)
Note! When you log out of the app, push notifications are automatically disabled.

Push notifications appear on the screen of your phone or tablet when you receive a new shift offer.
Make sure that you have enabled the Seure Keikkanetti push notifications in the settings of your
mobile device.
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When you tap the push notification, the Keikkanetti app opens.



Tap Näytä (View) when you want to view the details of the offered shift.
Otherwise, tap Sulje (close).

You can find instructions on confirming or refusing a work shift offer in this document in the section
Offered shifts (Ehdotetut).
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Future shifts
On the page showing future shifts (Tulevat vuorot), you can find all your work shift bookings.
Tapping a shift reveals details about the shift.
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When you tap a work shift, you can see details about the workplace as well as the possible additional
information about the shift.



You may phone the workplace by tapping the phone number. (This feature is disabled when you
can see two or more phone numbers.)
Tapping the HSL trip planner feature (Avaa Reittiopas) allows you to search for a route to work.
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Search for shifts (Etsi vuoroja)
You can search for offered (Ehdotetut), bookable (Varattavat) and applicable (Soveltuvat) shifts by
tapping the words at the bottom of the page.




Offered (Ehdotetut): The system offers you shifts to book. You will not receive any additional
confirmation on booked shift. A booked shift can not be canceled.
Bookable (Varattavat): You scroll shifts and book those that you want. You will not receive any
additional confirmation on booked shift. A booked shift can not be canceled.
Applicable (Soveltuvat): You can suggest yourself for a shift. These suggestions must be
confirmed by Seure.

When you tap Ehdotetut, the button turns pink and the shifts offered to you become viewable.
When you tap Varattavat, the button turns blue and you can see the shifts you can book.
When you tap Soveltuvat, the button turns yellow and you can see the shifts you may suggest for
yourself.
Note: If any of the three buttons is gray, you can’t view those shifts.
If you only want to view one type of shifts at a time, close the selected shifts by tapping the colored
buttons again after which the buttons turn gray.
You can view on a web browser the shifts you have requested in Keikkanetti on the page Omat
työvuoroehdotukset.
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Booking your Offered shifts (Ehdotetut)
Offered shifts are work shifts that have been offered to you.
Tapping a shift reveals details about the shift. After you have read
the details, tap Varaa (book) or Hylkää (refuse).

Note that you can find the general description of a workplace in
Keikkanetti only on a web browser!
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When you want to book a shift, tap Varaa (book).
The app will ask you to confirm the booking at which point you can either:
confirm (Vahvista) or cancel (Peruuta) the booking.

When the booking of a shift is successful, you receive a notification that the shift has been booked
successfully (Varattu onnistuneesti).
You can now close (sulje) the booking.
Note: You won’t receive any additional confirmation on your booked shift!
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If you don’t want the shift, tap Hylkää (refuse).
The app then asks you to confirm (Vahvista) or cancel (Peruuta). When you confirm that you refuse the
shift, a notification tells you that the work shift offer has been refused successfully (Hylätty
onnistuneesti).
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Bookable shifts (Varattavat)
Bookable shifts are work shifts that you can book for yourself. Tapping a shift reveals details about the
shift. When you want to book a shift, tap Varaa (book).
The app will then ask you to confirm the booking at which point you can either confirm (Vahvista) or
cancel (Peruuta). If you confirm, you see a notification about having made a successful booking.
o
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Applicable shifts (Soveltuvat)
Applicable shifts are work shifts that you can request for yourself. Tapping a shift reveals details about
the shift.
When you want to request a shift, tap Ehdota. The app will then ask you to confirm the request at which
point you can either confirm (Vahvista) or cancel (Peruuta). If you confirm. You receive a notification
that the request has been sent (Työvuoroehdotus lähetetty).
If you need to cancel a shift request after sending one, you must do it in Keikkanetti on a web browser.
When you are accepted to work on an applicable shift, you receive a notification of the shift
confirmation. You can view the shift on the future shifts page (Tulevat työvuorot).
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Finished shifts (Tehdyt vuorot)
On the finished shifts page, you can check and verify your work shift as soon as you have finished your
shift.
Tapping the word Hyväksymättömät (unverified) or Hyväksytyt (verified) at the bottom of the page
reveals either your unverified or verified shifts. If either of the two buttons is gray, you can’t see those
shifts.
When you tap Hyväksymättömät, the button turns orange and you can see the shifts you haven’t
verified. When you tap Hyväksytyt, the button turns green and you can see the shifts you have verified.
Verify a shift (Hyväksy) or edit the shift information by tapping the shift.
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Modifying your done shift’s starting and ending times
Modify the start time (Aloitusaika) and the end time (Lopetusaika) of the shift by tapping the time. You
can then set the correct hours and minutes after which you must tap Aseta (set).
If necessary, edit the information about your lunch (Lounas) and the meal costs deducted from your
salary (Ruokaperintä).

If needed, enter additional information about your work shift. Useful
additional information may be, for example, information about
working an hour longer than what was originally agreed because your
workplace manager asked you to.
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When the information about the shift is correct, tap Hyväksy (verify) and lastly confirm (Vahvista) the
verification.

When you have verified a shift, you can find it after that in the verified shifts (Hyväksytyt työvuorot).
If necessary, you may edit the shift information until your workplace manager has verified the shift.
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Calendar (Kalenteri)
On the calendar page (Kalenteri), you can update your calendar. The monthly calendar shows all your
calendar entries. You can also see the entry descriptions below the calendar.
Tap Lisää in order to add new entries to your calendar.
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Tyrkky and esto
In your calendar, you can set temporary or permanent notifications for Seure on when you are available
for work offers or when you can’t accept shift offers.




Enter Tyrkky (offer) when you wish to work and you are ready to accept work shift offers.
Enter Esto when you don’t want to work via Seure.
Select whether your entry is temporary (Väliaikainen) or permanent (Pysyvä).
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When you choose a temporary entry, you must select the dates on which your entry is valid. For a
permanent entry, select a start date and an end date.

Set a specific time (Kellonaika) for the entry, or tick Koko päivä if you want the entry to be valid for the
whole day. You may also select a geographical area (Alue) and add a description (Selitys) for the entry.
Finally, tap Lisää merkintä.
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Add a shift (Lisää vuoro)
You may have the right and the obligation to add your shifts to Keikkanetti. Follow these steps:
-

Select a date (Päivämäärä)
Enter a start time (Aloitusaika) and an end time (Lopetusaika)
Select a workplace (Tilaaja)
Select the length of the continuous employment period (Palkka)
Select your professional title (Ammattinimike)
Specify the length of your lunch break (Lounastauon pituus)
Select meal costs deducted from your salary (Ruokaperintätieto)

If needed, enter additional information about your work shift. An example of useful additional
information: you have a monthly salary job and you have worked longer hours than usual but your
working hours will be evened later. Lastly, tap Lisää vuoro and confirm (Vahvista).
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Messages (Viestit)
In mobile app, you can read your received and sent hotline messages.
For sending new hotline messages, use Keikkanetti via a web browser.
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